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5 Ingredients - Quick & Easy Food
Go off the clock with Christina Tosi of Momofuku Milk Bar as she bakes one-bowl treats, grills with skills, and embraces
simple, nostalgic—and often savory—recipes made from supermarket ingredients. For anyone addicted to crack pie®,
compost cookies®, and cake truffles, here are their savory counterparts—such as Kimcheezits with Blue Cheese Dip, Burnt
Honey–Butter Kale with Sesame Seeds, and Choose Your Own Adventure Chorizo Burgers—along with enough make-athome sweets to satisfy a cookie-a-day habit. Join Christina and friends as they cook their way through “weaknights,”
sleepovers, and late-night snack attacks to make mind-blowingly delicious meals with whatever is in the pantry.

The View from Saturday
Originally published: London: Scribner, 2018.

Simply Baking
For young Ben, nothing is better than his grandmother's honey biscuits. But what exactly goes into making this special
treat? Grandma decides it's a good time for Ben to find out. When he learns how to make honey biscuits, he doesn't just
find out how to bake biscuits, he also discovers where all the ingredients in the recipe come from and whose help he really
needs. Alison Bartlett's warm, vibrant illustrations accentuate Meredith Hooper's simple, lively text. Including an easy recipe
for honey biscuits, this is a perfect introduction to food and cooking for very young readers.
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The Football Ramble
The Handmaid’s Tale meets The Hunger Games in this brilliantly imagined debut set in an ancient culture where only the
queen may breed and deformity means death. Flora 717 is a sanitation worker, a member of the lowest caste in her orchard
hive where work and sacrifice are the highest virtues and worship of the beloved Queen the only religion. But Flora is not
like other bees. With circumstances threatening the hive’s survival, her curiosity is regarded as a dangerous flaw but her
courage and strength are an asset. She is allowed to feed the newborns in the royal nursery and then to become a forager,
flying alone and free to collect pollen. She also finds her way into the Queen’s inner sanctum, where she discovers
mysteries about the hive that are both profound and ominous. But when Flora breaks the most sacred law of all—daring to
challenge the Queen’s fertility—enemies abound, from the fearsome fertility police who enforce the strict social hierarchy to
the high priestesses jealously wedded to power. Her deepest instincts to serve and sacrifice are now overshadowed by an
even deeper desire, a fierce maternal love that will bring her into conflict with her conscience, her heart, her society—and
lead her to unthinkable deeds. Thrilling, suspenseful and spectacularly imaginative, The Bees gives us a dazzling young
heroine and will change forever the way you look at the world outside your window.

The Very Busy Bee
Join #1 New York Times bestselling author Jan Karon on a trip to Mitford—a southern village of local characters so
heartwarming and hilarious you'll wish you lived right next door. At last, Mitford's rector and lifelong bachelor, Father Tim,
has married his talented and vivacious neighbor, Cynthia. Now, of course, they must face love's challenges: new sleeping
arrangements for Father Tim's sofa-sized dog, Cynthia's urge to decorate the rectory Italian-villa-style, and the growing
pains of the thrown-away boy who's become like a son to the rector. Add a life-changing camping trip, the arrival of the
town's first policewoman, and a new computer that requires the patience of a saint, and you know you're in for another
engrossing visit to Mitford—the little town that readers everywhere love to call home.

Bee's Adventures in Cake Decorating
In Neris and India's Idiot-Proof Diet Cookbook India Knight and Neris Thomas enlist the help of Bee Rawlinson to create over
a hundred low-carb recipes to help you get 'from pig to twig'. Low-carb cooking: a lot of meat with a side order of cream,
right? Wrong. How about onion bhajias, sesame stir-fried duck and fabulously retro Black Forest Trifle for pudding? (Yes!
Pudding!) Neris & India's Idiot-Proof Diet Cookbook is the least diety diet cookbook you've ever seen. Over a hundred quickand-easy recipes (including some that need just five ingredients) cover every occasion. Each recipe fits perfectly into the
Idiot-Proof Diet and will not only inspire and delight you, but - best of all - will make you shrink like you wouldn't believe.
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'The "Nigella of low-carb" . . . recipes you'll want to gorge on, whether you're following their low-carb plan or not' Scotland
on Sunday 'A practical and easy to follow collection of idiot-proof recipes that will inspire you to keep on track with your
diet. You'll find recipes for breakfasts, snacks, soups, main meals, treats and desserts. Treat yourself' Easyfood 'An easy-tofollow low-carb diet that doesn't mean eating meat three times a day' Woman & Home India Knight is the author of four
novels: My Life on a Plate, Don't You Want Me, Comfort and Joy and Mutton. Her non-fiction books include The Shops, the
bestselling diet book Neris and India's Idiot-Proof Diet, the accompanying bestselling cookbook Neris and India's Idiot-Proof
Diet Cookbook and The Thrift Book. India is a columnist for the Sunday Times and lives in London with her three
children.Follow India on Twitter @indiaknight or on her blog at http://indiaknight.tumblr.com. Neris Thomas is a film
producer and artist, she lives in London and is married with one daughter. Bee Rawlinson is a mother of four from Devon
who came to Neris and India's attention through her delicious recipes on the Pig2Twig forum, the Diet's website.

Biscuiteers Book of Iced Biscuits
Turn an ordinary piece of wood into a fire-burned masterpiece! If you're a crafter or an artist looking for something new and
different, try pyrography. With this type of art, you use a heated instrument to burn images and words into wood. By using
techniques from drawing, such as shading and stippling, you can also add depth and embellishments to your creations. It's
easy to get started with pyrography-and Creative Woodburning can help you jump into this hot new craft. This book
features: - An introduction to pyrography and the tools you need to get started - Expert advice on how to choose the right
materials and how to create a safe working environment - 20 projects, including a jewelry box, a cutting board, a wooden
egg, a clock, and a gourd birdhouse - More than 180 patterns-from animal and nature designs to borders and geometric and
decorative shapes - Techniques for shading, adding color, and sealing your projects The power of your pyrography
imagination is just between your fingertips and Creative Woodburning can help you tap into your inspiration. Even if you've
never done burning of any kind before, pyrography expert Bee Locke can show you a safe yet fun way to play with fire.

The Very Greedy Bee
‘This vibrant little book is bursting with wow factor inspiration – Vegetarian Living magazine, June 2017 The brains behind
Bee’s Bakery (‘London’s Top 5 biscuit bakeries’ – Evening Standard), Bee Berrie is an ex-microbiologist who swapped
bacteria for baking in 2012. Bee’s second recipe book Bee’s Adventures in Cake Decorating, a bold, fun, easy-to-follow cake
deco compendium packed full of over 30 recipes. Including recipes for brilliant cakes and frostings, from Bee’s favourite
vegan banana cake, to her punchy Jamaica ginger cake, with countless options for creating gluten and dairy free variations
on both cake recipes and frostings, including a fantastic vegan chocolate and avocado icing recipe that just has to be tried!
Since launching in 2012, without any external funding or loans, Bee has built a thriving, resilient small business and now
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supplies clients including Selfridges, Topshop, ASOS, Harrods and Daylesford organic. Bee regularly speaks, teaches and
demonstrates at conferences, meetings and trade shows – on specific baking subjects, on entrepreneurialism, second
careers and lean start-ups.

Biscuit
The Ghastly McNasty pirate twins are close to finding the long-lost treasure rumored to be buried in Little Snoring Castle.
Lucky for them, they�re not the only pirates in town † Little Snoring villagers sport cutlasses and eye patches, hoping to be
hired as extras for the pirate movie being filmed at the castle. Posing as actors is the perfect cover for a couple of ghastly
pirates trying to sneak into the castle ó until best friends Hetty and Tat spy the duo. Can the kids outwit the nitwits? It�s
another wacky McNasty adventure but with 100% more sharks!

Brilliant Biscuits
Jamie's most straightforward cookbook yet . . . It's perfect for quick and easy meals for every day of the week. Even the
busiest of us will be able to master dishes to bring the house down! Jamie's CHANNEL 4 series Quick and Easy Food is BACK
on Monday nights at 8pm, find all the recipes . . . and more inside. __________ 'Our favourite new recipe book . . . Simple
suppers from the nation's favourite chef' Sainsbury's Magazine __________ With just FIVE ingredients that have maximum
flavour and minimum fuss, you'll be cooking exciting food that's ready in less than 30 minutes . . . · ITALIAN SEARED BEEF.
Thinly sliced strips of rump steak: golden and blushing in the middle, with pesto, spicy rocket, pine nuts and creamy layers
of Parmesan. · AUBERGINE PENNE ARRABBIATA. A beautiful, super spicy Italian dish that's perfect for midweek. Aubergine
quarters cooked in red chilli, garlic and tomatoes over penne pasta. · AMAZING DRESSED BEETS. A delightful summer salad:
colourful beetroots, sweet slices of clementine, fresh tarragon and walnuts and creamy goats cheese. · SPEEDY SPICED
PRAWN SOUP. A weekday treat, made at home in just 20 minutes. Creamy coconut milk and korma paste with basmati rice,
spring onions and delicious prawns. _________ 'This is Oliver's best book in years' The Sunday Times 'Jamie Oliver returns
with the second series, focussing on easy family-centric cooking . . . he's stripped back to basics and all the better for it.'
The Sunday Telegraph

Honey Cookies
"I bake because it connects my soul to my hands, and my heart to my mouth."—Martin Philip A brilliant, moving meditation
on craft and love, and an intimate portrait of baking and our communion with food—complete with seventy-five original
recipes and illustrated with dozens of photographs and original hand-drawn illustrations—from the head bread baker of King
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Arthur Flour. Yearning for creative connection, Martin Philip traded his finance career in New York City for an entry-level
baker position at King Arthur Flour in rural Vermont. A true Renaissance man, the opera singer, banjo player, and
passionate amateur baker worked his way up, eventually becoming head bread baker. But Philip is not just a talented
craftsman; he is a bread shaman. Being a baker isn’t just mastering the chemistry of flour, salt, water, and yeast; it is being
an alchemist—perfecting the transformation of simple ingredients into an elegant expression of the soul. Breaking Bread is
an intimate tour of Philip’s kitchen, mind, and heart. Through seventy-five original recipes and life stories told with
incandescent prose, he shares not only the secrets to creating loaves of unparalleled beauty and flavor but the secrets to a
good life. From the butter biscuits, pecan pie, and whiskey bread pudding of his childhood in the Ozarks to French
baguettes and focaccias, bagels and muffins, cinnamon buns and ginger scones, Breaking Bread is a guide to
wholeheartedly embracing the staff of life. Philip gently guides novice bakers and offers recipes and techniques for the most
advanced levels. He also includes a substantial technical section covering the bread-making process, tools, and ingredients.
As he illuminates an artisan’s odyssey and a life lived passionately, he reveals how the act of baking offers spiritual
connection to our pasts, our families, our culture and communities, and, ultimately, ourselves. Exquisite, sensuous, and
delectable, Breaking Bread inspires us to take risks, make bolder choices, live more fully, and bake bread and break it with
those we love.

Milk Bar Life
'Miranda is the iced biscuit queen.' Mary Berry Miranda Gore Browne was a finalist in the hugely successful Great British
Bake-Off series. She was a popular contestant throughout but it was her beautifully decorated, delicious signature biscuits
that won the hearts of the audience and wowed the judges. In BISCUIT, Miranda presents the ultimate biscuit bible: a
cookbook packed with more than 100 biscuit recipes. Ranging from classic favourites such as Bourbons, jammy dodgers
and Viennese whirls to delicate pistachio macaroons, lemon drizzle biscuits and savoury nibbles, these are recipes that
celebrate the joy and simple pleasure of sitting down to a bickie and shows how easy it is to enjoy a homebaked version.
Miranda will also be revealing all her tips for how to decorate, wrap and box your biscuits to turn them into the perfect gift.
Beautifully packaged with a stunning design and full-colour photography throughout, this is set to be a must for every
baker's shelf. Move over cupcakes and whoopies, it's time to celebrate one of life's greatest British pleasures - the biscuit!

Gleanings in Bee Culture
Baking is one of life's great pleasures and in this beautiful new National Trust cookery book Sybil Kapoor brings together an
inspiring collection of baking recipes, both sweet and savoury. She delves into our kitchen gardens, larders, hedgerows and
orchards to illustrate different aspects of modern British baking. She shows how key ingredients such as produce from the
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orchard, grain from the mill or butter from the dairy have shaped British baking and led to a delicious and deservedly
famous repertoire of cakes, pastries, savoury bakes and bread. Seville Orange Crunch Cake and Blackcurrant Meringue Pie
are just a few of the simple cakes and tarts that can be prepared with fresh dairy ingredients, while pastry and breads from
the mill provide a wholesome basis for Nectarine Slice and Olive and Onion scones. Harvest sumptuous apricots, cherries,
pears and plums from the orchard for Apricot Creams and Chocolate pear cake, or use the natural abundance of wild herbs,
mushrooms and nuts of the hedgerow to produce delicious almond blackberry cake or soft hazelnut macaroons. Sybil's
interests in nature and the use of seasonal and local produce reflect the National Trust's current food policy and combine to
make this a unique and exciting baking book for our times.

Don't Eat This Book
The New York Times bestseller from the founder of Oh She Glows "Angela Liddon knows that great cooks depend on fresh
ingredients. You'll crave every recipe in this awesome cookbook!" —Isa Chandra Moskowitz, author of Isa Does It "So many
things I want to make! This is a book you'll want on the shelf." —Sara Forte, author of The Sprouted Kitchen A self-trained
chef and food photographer, Angela Liddon has spent years perfecting the art of plant-based cooking, creating inventive
and delicious recipes that have brought her devoted fans from all over the world. After struggling with an eating disorder for
a decade, Angela vowed to change her diet — and her life — once and for all. She traded the low-calorie, processed food
she'd been living on for whole, nutrient-packed vegetables, fruits, nuts, whole grains, and more. The result? Her energy
soared, she healed her relationship with food, and she got her glow back, both inside and out. Eager to share her realization
that the food we put into our bodies has a huge impact on how we look and feel each day, Angela started a blog,
ohsheglows.com, which is now an Internet sensation and one of the most popular vegan recipe blogs on the web. This is
Angela's long-awaited debut cookbook, with a trasure trove of more than 100 moutherwatering, wholesome recipes — from
revamped classics that even meat-eaters will love, to fresh and inventive dishes — all packed with flavor. The Oh She Glows
Cookbook also includes many allergy-friendly recipes — with more than 90 gluten-free recipes — and many recipes free of
soy, nuts, sugar, and grains, too! Whether you are a vegan, "vegan-curious," or you simply want to eat delicious food that
just happens to be healthy, too, this cookbook is a must-have for anyone who longs to eat well, feel great, and simply glow!
From the Trade Paperback edition.

Honey Biscuits
Bake it, Craft it, Style it! Amy Atlas, home baker, crafter, and party planner extraordinaire, shows her readers and fans how
to create fabulous sweets tables for adults and kids, combining easy recipes, dressed-up store-bought treats, and craft
ideas, to make dessert a fitting grand finale to any gathering. Amy Atlas gained an international following when she
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introduced the concept of meshing baking and crafting to make beautiful sweets spreads. She has designed tables for
Brooke Shields, Electrolux with Kelly Ripa, Gayle King, Martha Stewart Weddings, Mindy Weiss, and O Magazine. Since 2008,
hundreds of thousands of readers have flocked to her award-winning blog, Sweet Designs. Now they’ll learn how she does it
for the first time in her first book filled with brand-new tables, original recipes, do-it-yourself instructions, and dozens of tips
and secrets. Sweet Designs includes 15 chapters filled with more than 100 recipes for every kind of irresistible treat, plus
over 75 easy, affordable DIY craft projects to make them even more special. Each chapter features an amazing dessert
table that reflects themes Amy’s clients most often request: a favorite color, design, flavor, destination, passion, or holiday.
Amy tells readers how they can make just one item, mix and match items from different tables, or make the dessert tables
as shown. For every maid of honor who needs to plan an epic bridal shower (and then later the baby shower), every mom
who needs to put together a birthday bash her kids will never forget, and every Scrabble aficionado who wants to throw the
game-night party to end all game-night parties, Amy serves up that elusive “wow factor" to make every celebration an
event to remember. Praise for Sweet Designs: "Amy Atlas, dessert designer extraordinaire, shows you how to create your
own stylish sugarscapes for any occasion. Whether baking, creating, or designing, it's inspiring the way she showcases
sweets." --Bakerella, author of Cake Pops "I think I have met my match. Amy not only knows her candies, but she knows her
cookies, cupcakes, sweets, and crafts too. She takes her sweets to a higher level where they take center stage." --Karen
Tack, author of Hello Cupcake! "Amy Atlas is the dessert guru. She's taught me that the dessert table is the pinnacle of any
event. She's an inspiration to all bakers!" --Tori Spelling "The celebrity event planner--best known for her decadent dessert
tables--transforms a batch of sugar cookies into something special." --People "Sweet Designs: Bake It, Craft It, Style It. I say,
Buy It! Amy was the first and true innovator of these amazing displays of deliciousness." --Mindy Weiss, celebrity event
planner "Amy Atlas has revolutionized the dessert category, bringing style, sugar, and innovation to everyone's favorite
course." --Colin Cowie, celebrity event planner and lifestyle expert "Amy’s dessert displays are ALWAYS the talk of the
party, returning every adult to a state of childhood glee while making every sugar fantasy come true for the little ones.
Sweet Designs is the next best thing to having Amy at your own affair." --David Stark, president, David Stark Design and
Production "Amy has transformed the way we all see desserts. No wedding (or event!) is complete anymore without a
whimsically sweet and delicious dessert table to top off the night." --Carley Roney, cofounder and editor-in-chief of The Knot

Bee's Brilliant Biscuits
From bespoke biscuit-maker Pamela Giles comes this inspiring guide to making and decorating biscuits, packed with
original design ideas and colourful decorating tips plus biscuit basics, such as equipment essentials and how to build and
store a cutter collection. Giles shares her professional know-how on storing dough, rolling it out, cutting out shapes, baking
and storing biscuits, as well as icing essentials, such as how to store icing or colour royal icing. Accessibly arranged in userfriendly themed sections, for all levels of expertise - from those who enjoy baking but have never decorated biscuits to
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anyone looking to refine their skills. Featuring all special celebrations, from birthdays to weddings and Christmas, including
thank-you gifts and how to involve children in the fun. Beautifully illustrated with Pamela Giles's own photos, there's
something for everyone, whatever the celebration.

Biscuiteers Book of Iced Gifts
Bee is buzzing busily,His friend is buzzing too.But when they sniff the flowersIt makes them sneeze - ATCHOO! The
creatures of the garden arebrought to creeping, crawling lifein these playful pop-ups thattoddlers will adore!

Sweet Designs
COOKERY / FOOD & DRINK ETC. This title presents a stylish collection of easy to make, delicious treats that taste as
fabulous as they look. This edition includes new bestselling collections for inspirational ideas for every season and occasion
from: birthdays and weddings; children's parties and festive celebrations; oodles of poodles for dog lovers; bootylicious
shoes for fashionistas; cars for the man in your life; and, watering cans for those with green fingers. With recipes for such as
vanilla, lemon, chocolate, ginger, almond and spice biscuit doughs, plus different types of icing and colouring, piping
instructions and templates, "The Biscuiteers Book of Iced Biscuits" contains everything you need to wow your friends and
delight your kids.

The Bumblebear
What's better than sending flowers to a loved one? Sending a botanical bouquet of biscuits instead, or treat someone
special to biscuits in bed with the Biscuiteer's recipe for the ultimate fry up. Give unicorns to your friends; wellies to Dad;
love birds to your loved-one; and an apple to the teacher. This book is just bursting with perfect iced gifts for everyone.
Brimming with famous Biscuiteers designs, along with exclusive creations you won't have seen before, this beautiful book
shows how easy it is to bake, ice and assemble your own delicious biscuits and cakes at home. Bake a wreath for your door;
baubles for the tree; candles for a birthday cake; and favours for a wedding. Whatever you're celebrating, with the awardwinning Biscuiteers by your side, you can create perfect biscuit gifts for every special moment. 'Express your creativity by
making impressively iced biscuits as gifts - or just for yourself using Biscuiteers' step-by-step guide' Daily Telegraph 'If you
love giving homemade presents, these imaginative ideas could be just up your street' Homes & Gardens

A Honeybee Heart Has Five Openings
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Having taken the social media world by storm with his one-minute, how-to-make recipe videos, MOB Kitchen founder Ben
Lebus is revitalizing home cooking with delicious dishes that absolutely anyone can cook, all on a budget. In this, the first
MOB Kitchen cookbook, Ben's mission is to "mob-ilize" cooks everywhere, young or old, and to inspire them to cook
delicious, nutritious, and inexpensive recipes. From Asian-flavored spaghetti meatballs, to the ultimate falafel pitas, each
recipe is designed to feed four people on a budget--and there's something for everyone, whether your mob is vegan,
vegetarian, meat loving, or health obsessed. The core element of every MOB Kitchen recipe is that it is easy, affordable,
healthy, delicious, and beautiful. Unlike most budget cooking sites, MOB Kitchen doesn't make any absurd store-cupboard
assumptions. All that is expected is that you have salt, pepper, olive oil, and a small budget, nothing more. Plus, each
recipe has a song that's perfect to play as you cook, and can be accessed directly through exclusive Spotify codes.

Beholding Bee
MINE! That's what the very greed bee says to anyone who asks him to share. While all the other bees work hard to clean
the hive and make honey, the very greedy bee spends all of his time gobbling pollen and guzzling nectar. One day he finds
a meadow full of flowers and decides not to tell anyone. He spends the entire day buzzing from flower to flower untilTHUMP.
The very greedy bee is so full that he cannot fly! It's getting dark and he doesn't know how to get home unless he flies.
With the help of some new found friends the very greedy bee is able to return to his hive and has learned that it's best to
work with others and share what you have.

Neris and India's Idiot-Proof Diet Cookbook
For those who have dreamed about furniture-making but have been afraid to pick up a chisel or turn on a tablesaw, Rough
Cut Woodworking with Tommy Mac is the answer. Famed woodworker Tommy MacDonald and with WGBH Boston have
joined forces to produce a 12-episode television show by the same name. This book features all 12 episodes, which include
smaller projects like a Shaker Step Stool to larger undertakings like a Pilgrim Blanket Chest. All 12 traditional style pieces
teach fundamental woodworking techniques in Tommy's encouraging and fun style and each features step-by-step
instruction with photos, drawings, a materials list and skill-building techniques that focus on the fundamentals of
woodworking.

The Bees
Downloaded over ten million times a year the Football Ramble podcast has established itself as the essential, independent
voice of football punditry. The weekly podcast has resonated with supporters around the world and their sold-out live shows
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have been a massive hit. This book is a collaboration from all four presenters and will tackle the real issues from fans you
won’t see or hear on Sky Sports, or anywhere else for that matter. From the weird and wonderful, from the Alan Pardew to
the Kevin Keegan, the Ramble has it covered. Putting all aspects of the game under the microscope, this book is a timely
reminder of why we just can’t take our minds off football.

Bee's Adventures in Cake Decorating
Bee Berrie of Bee’s Bakery is on a mission to bring unique biscuits and cookies into everyone’s life. She believes the secret
to great baking is to give your bakes a personal edge. Her biscuits are original, colourful, flavourful and so much fun - she
has a flair for bringing classic recipes bang up to date and her recipes are easily adaptable. Whether you want a
sophisticated digestive to dunk in your tea, a personalized jammie dodger to give as a gift, cookies iced with crystallized
edible flowers or an inky tattooed sea salt and brown butter cookie, you’ll find the recipe in this exciting book. A page of
tear-out templates adds to the fun. All achievable for the home cook - with some aimed at children - and using easily
sourceable ingredients, the 80 recipes will increase any baker’s repertoire. Bee makes the most unique biscuits around,
raising eyebrows and smiles, all in one bite.

Baking with Kim-Joy
One cow, a thousand buzzing bees and the bark from a tree. When Ben learns how to make honey biscuits with his gran, he
doesn't just find out how to bake biscuits, he also discovers where all the ingredients in the recipe come from and whose
help he really needs. Including the recipe for honey biscuits, this is a perfect introduction to food and cooking for the
youngest child.

These High, Green Hills
The Oh She Glows Cookbook
'There are very few cook books that illustrate reliable methods of showcasing and elevating wholegrain flours as well as
Henrietta's. Her recipes are inventive, elegant and truly delicious.' Amy Chaplin, author of At Home in the Whole Food
Kitchen. 'A book brimful of things I want to make. Henrietta is my kind of baker, creating cakes and bakes as nourishing as
they are delicious. This how we want to bake now.' Anna Jones, author of A Modern Way to Eat. From the author of the
bestselling Clean Cakes, trained patisserie chef Henrietta Inman, this beautifully-designed bake book presents over 80
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baking recipes – sweet and savoury – using natural, wholesome and wholegrain ingredients. Taking in every occasion from
breakfast right through to supper and dessert, with plenty of joyous cakes, breads, brownies and biscuits along the way, it
is full of unique bakes that are actually good for you. While some of the recipes are gluten-free, refined sugar-free and/or
dairy-free, this book focuses on the natural goodness of the ingredients Henrietta chooses and offers a naturally healthier
option to most baking books. Fresh produce, seasonal heritage fruit and vegetables will be given the chance to sing rather
than being masked by too much sugar. The end results will taste amazing and do you good too!

Breaking Bread
‘This vibrant little book is bursting with wow factor inspiration – Vegetarian Living magazine, June 2017 The brains behind
Bee’s Bakery (‘London’s Top 5 biscuit bakeries’ – Evening Standard), Bee Berrie is an ex-microbiologist who swapped
bacteria for baking in 2012. Bee’s second recipe book Bee’s Adventures in Cake Decorating, a bold, fun, easy-to-follow cake
deco compendium packed full of over 30 recipes. Including recipes for brilliant cakes and frostings, from Bee’s favourite
vegan banana cake, to her punchy Jamaica ginger cake, with countless options for creating gluten and dairy free variations
on both cake recipes and frostings, including a fantastic vegan chocolate and avocado icing recipe that just has to be tried!
Since launching in 2012, without any external funding or loans, Bee has built a thriving, resilient small business and now
supplies clients including Selfridges, Topshop, ASOS, Harrods and Daylesford organic. Bee regularly speaks, teaches and
demonstrates at conferences, meetings and trade shows – on specific baking subjects, on entrepreneurialism, second
careers and lean start-ups.

Bake with Anna Olson
New series from DK designed to help kids learn how to read and learn to love reading Bugs Hide and Seek is a 'Starting To
Read' reader, perfect for children who are beginning to read for meaning, decoding and recognising words, and enjoying
reading. Be surprised! Some bugs have the perfect shape and colour to stay hidden since they look like parts of the plants
around them. Can you spot them? Play hide and seek with the bugs and watch out for the bug look-alikes. Bugs Hide and
Seek is part of the new DK Reads series, a three-level reading scheme that helps children become confident readers,
featuring engaging and illustrated topics, plus fun interactive aspects such as diaries, recipes, and games that support the
national curriculum. DK Reads is created in consultation with literacy experts and adheres to levelled reading scheme
guidelines so the grammar, vocabulary, and content are spot on for each stage.

Lost in the Jungle
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Infuse your baking with a sprinkle of glitter, a rainbow of colours and a menagerie of woodland creatures with the help of
this unique baking book from everyone's favourite Great British Bake Off finalist, Kim-Joy! If you've ever wanted to know
how to bring your baking to life, Kim-Joy will show you how in this fun and practical book. As well as basic cake mixes,
biscuit doughs, fillings/frostings and decorating techniques, she shares 40 of her wonderfully imaginative designs for iced
biscuit creatures, big occasion cakes, character macarons and meringues, ornate breads and showstopping traybakes.
Recipes include step-by-step photography and adorable illustrations accompanied by little messages of positivity
throughout. Whether you want to learn how to make a llama cookie, a cat paradise cake, a panda-madeleine or a chouxbun turtle, there's something here to capture your imagination and spread a little (Kim-)Joy!

Honey Bee
Queen Bees looks at the lives of six remarkable women who made careers out of being society hostesses, including Lady
Astor, who went on to become the first female MP, and Mrs Greville, who cultivated relationships with Edward VII, as well as
Lady Londonderry, Lady Cunard, Laura Corrigan and Lady Colefax. Written with wit, verve and heart, Queen Bees is the
story of a form of societal revolution, and the extraordinary women who helped it happen. In the aftermath of the First
World War, the previously strict hierarchies of the British class system were weakened. For a number of ambitious, spirited
women, this was the chance they needed to slip through the cracks and take their place at the top of society as the great
hostesses of the time. In an age when the place of women was uncertain, becoming a hostess was not a chore, but a career
choice, and though some of the hostesses' backgrounds were surprisingly humble, their aspirations were anything but.
During the inter-war years these extraordinary women ruled over London society from their dining tables and salons entertaining everyone from the Mosleys to the Mitfords, from millionaires to maharajahs, from film stars to royalty - and
their influence can still be felt today.

Junior's Dessert Cookbook
In 1942, when life turns sour at the carnival that has always been her home, eleven-year-old Bee takes her dog, Peabody,
and piglet, Cordelia, and sets out to find a real home, aided by two women only Bee and her pets can see.

Bugs Hide and Seek
There's a new bee at Bee School. But that bee is not a bee It's a BEAR! Cheeky, sneaky Norman has a cunning plot to trick
the bees and steal their honey. In his best bee onesie, Norman makes quite a convincing bee -- but how long will his
disguise last? And when the hive is endangered can he finally discover his true destiny and become The Bumblebear? This
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edition brings Norman The Bumblebear to little hands in the form of a cased board book!

Creative Woodburning
Mob Kitchen
In Newbery Medalist Cynthia Rylant's classic bestseller, the author comforts readers young and old who have lost a dog.
Recommended highly by pet lovers around the world, Dog Heaven not only comforts but also brings a tear to anyone who is
devoted to a pet. From expansive fields where dogs can run and run to delicious biscuits no dog can resist, Rylant paints a
warm and affectionate picture of the ideal place God would, of course, create for man's best friend. The first picture book
illustrated by the author, Dog Heaven is enhanced by Rylant's bright, bold paintings that perfectly capture an afterlife sure
to bring solace to anyone who is grieving.

Queen Bees
Take your baking from simple to sensational with Anna Olson's comprehensive guide to beautiful baked goods. Bake with
Anna Olson features more than 125 recipes from her popular Food Network Canada show. From chocolate chip cookies to
croquembouche, pumpkin pie to petits fours, Anna Olson's newest baking book is full of delectable delights for every
occasion, category and skill level. Beginner bakers, dessert aficionados and fans of her show will find over 125 recipes to
take their baking to the next level, whether through perfecting a classic like New York Cheesecake or mastering a fancy
dessert like Chocolate Hazelnut Napoleon. Introductory sections on essential tools and ingredients explain how to prepare
your kitchen for baking success, and Anna's helpful notes throughout point you towards perfecting key details for every
creation. Recipes for cookies and bars, pies and tarts, cakes, pastries, and other desserts give bakers a range of ways to
savor their sweet skills, with a chapter on sauces and decors to round out your knowledge, and a chapter on breads to
practice your savory savoir-faire. Gorgeous photography illustrates each recipe and guides you through difficult techniques.
Baking your way through Anna Olson's favorites couldn't be easier (or more delicious!). Whether you're looking for a classic
baking recipe or a new baking challenge, Bake with Anna Olson is your new go-to baking book for all occasions! From the
Hardcover edition.

Canadian Bee Journal
This title offers a chance for a kid to ignore everything parent, teacher and bossy big sister have ever told him about what
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NOT to do to books. A reader can discover creative talents he never knew he had as he tears, snips, stamps, sticks, rips,
splashes, and generally destroys this book. Illustrations. Consumable.

Ghastly McNastys: Raiders of the Lost Shark, The
Famed inventor Henry “Hank” Witherspoon has gone missing, and it’s up to Jack and his brilliant siblings, Ava and Matt, to
find him. At Hank’s ransacked lab, the siblings discover clues to the project he’s been working on—a new way to generate
and store electricity, inspired by the electric eels of the Amazon. The kids travel deep into the Amazon jungle, following a
series of clues Hank has left. Relying on genius, cunning, and new technology, the kids overcome strange creatures, a
raging river, and some very clever foes to find their friend and protect his big idea. Like volumes one and two, Lost in the
Jungle features a glossary of terms and an experiment kids can do at home or at school.

The Natural Baker
HOW HAD MRS. OLINSKI CHOSEN her sixth-grade Academic Bowl team? She had a number of answers. But were any of
them true? How had she really chosen Noah and Nadia and Ethan and Julian? And why did they make such a good team? It
was a surprise to a lot of people when Mrs. Olinski's team won the sixth-grade Academic Bowl contest at Epiphany Middle
School. It was an even bigger surprise when they beat the seventh grade and the eighth grade, too. And when they went on
to even greater victories, everyone began to ask: How did it happen? It happened at least partly because Noah had been
the best man (quite by accident) at the wedding of Ethan's grandmother and Nadia's grandfather. It happened because
Nadia discovered that she could not let a lot of baby turtles die. It happened when Ethan could not let Julian face disaster
alone. And it happened because Julian valued something important in himself and saw in the other three something he also
valued. Mrs. Olinski, returning to teaching after having been injured in an automobile accident, found that her Academic
Bowl team became her answer to finding confidence and success. What she did not know, at least at first, was that her
team knew more than she did the answer to why they had been chosen. This is a tale about a team, a class, a school, a
series of contests and, set in the midst of this, four jewel-like short stories -- one for each of the team members -- that ask
questions and demonstrate surprising answers.

Dog Heaven
Love can be as sweet as honey, or it can sting like a bee. Bo Smith knows that if you go looking for honey, you get stung, so
he has his life just how he wants it. No hassles, no complications, and no heartache. As the handsome high school athletics
coach, he would be the pick of the small town he grew up in if he was into commitment, or datingor even calling back. But
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he has sworn off anything resembling a future and his mind isn't going to change. Then his eyes lock on the new girl in
townShe's beautiful, intelligent, and full of surprises. Just the kind of complication he has been avoiding.Sophia Brown is
looking for the sweet simple life. She has it all planned out. Getting used to life alone isn't easy, but she has her garden, her
bees, and her dog Triton to tend to. It's the fresh start she's been dreaming of, surrounded by nothing but open fields to
stare at all day. Nothing at allunless you count the high school football team and their distractingly handsome coach,
practicing right across the street.But when sparks fly, Bo must choose between the sting of his past or the sweetness of the
future. He may just find that honey tastes good on everything.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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